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Abstract— The word performance in the arts and engineering
has very different connotation. In engineering, something that
performs a task is thought to have executed a set of instructions.
In the arts however, something, usually human, performing
a task brings with it a conceptual abstraction of the task
itself, as well as the creative meaning beyond the task. This
is most commonly seen in action painting. Personification of
a robot enables the two meanings to integrate and allows
for performance in both task achievement and underlying
creative meaning. This work presents an ongoing project that
demonstrates this concept of dual performance as it combines
both types of performance with a small humanoid robot through
floor mosaics. As the designs and sizes of floor tiles have been
geared around human ergonomics, the use of a humanoid robot
aligns conceptually.

I. CONCEPT
The process of tiling mosaics has many components.
Depending on the type of tiles, the use of human labor can
vary. However, with almost all current systems, a human is
needed in order to install the tiles on-site. The start of the
mosaic process starts at the manufacturing plant in which
the size and color of the tile is created. The sizes are largely
correlated to the ease of a human worker to install the tile.
For this reason, mosaics are usually created in a pre-created
grid so that a human does not need to individually lay each
tile. These grids, and much of the current research into
robotic tiling is through industrial robots. This is similar
to the increasing use of industrial robots as a means to
fabrication in architecture, art, and design [1], [2]. While
these robots make developing a system quick, they do not
come with the benefits of humanoids, such as large degrees
of freedom, careful locomotion, and the natural relationship
to the human tiler.
A. Mosaics
The automation of researchers have used are either large
custom robots [3], industrial robotic arms [4], [5], or a planar
2 1/2 robot [6], [7], [8]. In all cases, the use of humanoids is
absent. [3], [4], [5] demonstrates a method for parsing images
on the computer into available tile sizes for the robot to use.
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Most notably, [9] shows an implementation of robotic mosaic
creation in the industry, creating dozens of unique panels to
be manually installed on-site. While these can be used by an
artist who creates the original work, it is a large disconnect
between the manufacturing and the artwork itself.
B. Tiling
When the panel is already available, albeit a single ceramic
tile or a composed mosaic, the process of laying the tile
on-site has also been researched [10], [11], [12]. In [12],
the floor tiling system is semi-autonomous. In this case,
the robotic system is a method of reducing strain on the
worker as well as speeding up the process. In contrast, [10],
[11], [12] theorize an autonomous machine to lay tiles by
comparing specific aspects of a robot capability with small
scale experiments with studies of human labor cost and
fatigue. These robots are large machines intended for large
scale installations.
C. Approach
Aside from the benefits of automation within manufacturing, another benefit of the use of robots for the onsite installation is the complex patterns that can be more
accurately installed, eliminating worker error when trying to
understand the individual mosaic panels, one of the main
motivations for robotic manufacturing of the mosaic panels
[7]. These complex patterns can be implemented with almost
any robotic system, and by creating a robot that can do it
on-site, the act of the robot creating the tile design acts as
a performance of an artist creating the work in front of an
audience, through the robot, a parallel drawn from the history
of ’action painters’ [13]. The following sections detail the
technical challenges inherit in a tiling robot.
II. METHODOLOGY
For these experiments, the 25 DOF commercially available
robot NAO [14] was used. It has a C++ API that gives a
large amount of control and access to the programmer. The
motion capture system used is comprised of 12 Vicon T-160
cameras. Each camera has 16 megapixels of resolution and
120 maximum frame rate at full frame resolution. Collecting
data from this system is possible through a Gigabit Ethernet
network and Vicon DataStream SDK.
A. Localization
In order to localize and collect data from robot and tiles
from the environment, a motion capture system has been
used. Using these cameras along with markers in a specific
pattern, it’s possible to analyze solid bodies and locate them
in the environment.

Fig. 1.

Environment setup consisting of robot, markers, tiles, world origin, and tile locations.

For this research, a system accuracy test was conducted
by physically measuring two markers at various distances.
This was compared to the distance calculation from the
reconstructed markers. Table I shows the differences.
TABLE I
M OTION C APTURE ACCURACY
Physical Measurement
5.2 cm
8.9 cm
20 cm
100 cm
300 cm

3D Reconstructed Measurement
5.1 cm
8.8 cm
20 cm
99.9 cm
299.8 cm

The initial environment setup (Fig. 1) for the tiling consists of three 9mm markers configured as a two-dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system. One marker is set as origin of
the coordinate system and the other two are set as x-axis and
y-axis. This configuration enables any point to be identified
in a plane by a pair of numerical coordinates. Once the origin
is defined, tiles are placed in the plane. In order to find these
tiles in the coordinate system, they are fixed in position and
order (Fig. 2). The first tile has an x distance from the
origin (tilex). From it, all other tiles have same x distance
from predecessor (tilex’). The y distance from the origin is
always the same for all the tiles.
In addition, motion capture markers of 9mm are placed
on NAO. Four subjects are created and attached to its body:
foot, hand, torso and head. From the Vicon Nexus, it is
possible to get the position of each subject, therefore, NAOs’
localization with respect to the coordinate system is known.
B. Control
The NAO has a framework called NAOqi [15] that runs
on the robot and controls it. This framework allows functionalities such as motion, vision, text-to-speech, etc. The
motion module, named ALMotion, was implemented in order
to facilitate the control of NAO. Once NAO is on an

Fig. 2.

NAO tiling setup

initial stable position and the tile color and drop position is
defined by the programmer, three functions will be executed:
RunClient, Approaching and Tiling.
The first is responsible to connect to Vicon Nexus software, running in a server. The server streams a 2D array of
markers with 28 rows and 3 columns. Each row has x, y and
z positions of a marker in the space. NAO reaches the desired
position when an angle orientation and the distance from it
is known (Fig. 3). As NAO rotation is about z-axis and is
anticlockwise, just the angle α, shown in the figure, is not
enough to procedure the orientation. A second angle, β, is
necessary in order to know the orientation of α. If β is bigger
than 1.5708 radians, the angle α is negative, otherwise it is
positive. Due to lack of precision in NAO orientation, these
angles are continuously updated while the robot is walking
to desired position.
The second, Approaching, is responsible to approximate
NAO to desired position in order to start the tiling. It has
the same principle of RunClient. However, α angle is now
between vector v and the inverse y-axis from NAO, while
angle β is between vector v and x-axis (Fig. 4). The last, the
Tiling function, is responsible for tiling. Using the function
ALMotion, it is possible to control the arm in a Cartesian

Fig. 3. The x-axis is positive toward NAO’s front, the y-axis from right
to left and z-axis is vertical. A vector v was created to point to desired
position from NAO’s torso.

Fig. 4.

NAO approaching to desired position.

space.
C. End Effector
In order to pickup and drop tiles, an end effector was
designed. Suction cups are one of the cheapest vacuum
grippers available, therefore it was used in our robot. A hole
was made in the center of the cup, a plastic tube was placed
in the hole and silicone glue was used in the seams to avoid
any air leakage. When the tube is closed and this suction cup
is pressed against a tile, a vacuum is created, allowing the
tile to be raised and transported. To drop this tile, the tube
is opened, releasing the vacuum.
Moreover, a mechanical end effector attached at NAO’s
hand was designed using 3D modeling software and 3D
printing. The suction cup with the tube is fitted inside this
end effector. A puller is introduced among NAO fingers and
covers the tube. To pick up a tile, NAO approaches the end
effector from the tile and presses against it. As the puller
normally covers the tube, the vacuum is created, allowing
NAO to get this tile. To drop the tile, NAO needs to close
its fingers. With this, the puller unblocks the tube, releasing
the vacuum and the tile.
III. RESULTS
The Cartesian control API has been used in order to
pick up a tile. This API is dedicated to control di-

rectly the effectors of NAO in a Cartesian space using an inverse kinematics solver [16]. Controlling the
effector was possible through the animation method
ALMotionProxy::positionInterpolation() and
a call Whole Body Control, which uses all of the robots’
joints to reach a point. Markers attached to the NAO’s hand
allow the programmer to know the correct position of the
end effector.
NAO can pick up a tile at the current stage of the research.
However, the research currently faces some problems. The
most common error is the inaccuracy of the hand movement.
NAO is not capable of repeated accurate motions, which
greatly increases the time it takes to pick up the tile. Self
collision with the end-effector carrying the tile is another
challenge during gait. The concept of the tiling is proven and
is continuously closer to a artistic robot creating artworks in
a gallery.
IV. DISCUSSION
As robots advance, so to will the use of robots in the
creative fields. Additionally, the creative use of robots albeit
from movies or themeparks provides a vision for the possibilities of robotics in the future. While industrial manufacturing
robots have allowed artists and architects to expand their creative ability, the humanoid robot will always have a artistic
context. The advancement of humanoid control and object
detection has little effect on the conceptual representation of
an artist in a robot.
The idea of a creative tool can place machines into one
category. While a sculptor uses basic knife, the architect
uses a robotic arm, and the engineer uses a humanoid. In
these situations it is the concept, method of implementation,
and then the result that creates a creative work. Although
the idea of AI is fascinating, it is far off from when a
robot can not only create work, but do so without prior
programming related to that specific task. Until then, the
relationship between the robot and human will drive the
creative process, bringing with it the meaning behind a
human using a humanoid.
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